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2β = Q2/(Q2+M2) xIP = (Q2+M2)/(W2+M2)
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In the first month of HERA data taking the
analysis trigger killed the diffractive signal with 
100% efficiency

In ZEUS the analysis trigger required energy depositions in 
forward AND backward calorimeters (to measure vertex timing) 
        
                                                  Interesting diffraction
                                                  can be seen with
                                                  small lumi, ~ 10 µb-1 

 ➥Watch
  the trigger and
  the cuts



Rapidity Gap Selection

Select diffractive events  by requirement:
No energy deposition in some area of the detector
- ηmax  cut

no energy means no cluster with > 400 MeV
note: noise O(100) MeV per cell



ZEUS Collaboration; M.Derrick et al. 
Observation of Events with a Large Rapidity Gap in Deep 
Inelastic Scattering at HERA 
DESY 93-093 (July 1993) 
Physics Letters B 315 (1993) 481-493 

First diffractive signal seen in DIS

 non-diff
diff

Spill of 
non-diff ?

Shape of MC ?
Shifts of MC ?

Luminosity 25 µb-1



➥Watch
the Monte Carlos 



ZEUS Collaboration; J.Breitweg et al. 
Measurement of the Diffractive Cross Section in Deep Inelastic Scattering using ZEUS 1994 Data 
DESY 98-084 (July 1998) 
The European Physical Journal C6 (1999) 43-66 

 as a function of W and MX

http://link.springer.de/link/service/journals/10052/bibs/9006001/90060043.htm
http://link.springer.de/link/service/journals/10052/bibs/9006001/90060043.htm




W  -                                 the CMS energy
ΔY  =  ln(W/MX)2           length of the rap-gap in the event
ΔY  =  ln(W/MX)2 – η0  length of the rap-gap seen in the detector                       

 ---  Poisson P(0, ΔY) 

Examples of probabilities to see a gap 
ΔY in an non-diff event  -  exp(-1.7 ΔY)

 P(1) = 18%     P(2) = 3.3%        
 P(3) = 0.6%

η0
/mp

2/mp
2



ΔY  =  ln(W/MX)2

ΔY  =  ln(1/xIP)   ?

➥Watch
the Monte Carlos 



Probability to see a gap ΔY in an non-diff event  -  exp(-λΔY)

Physical interpretation of the Gap Suppression Coef. λ ~ 1.7

cluster

Photon – Hadron 
Interactions, 
lecture 52







 λ=1.72 +/- 0.07    Mx-94
 λ=1.63 +/- 0.07    Mx-00  log W2 – η0

 η0 = 3       Mx-94
 η0 = 2.2    Mx-00 



 FPC added
 Mx-00

 Larger W and MX range
 but
 more proton dissociation 
 

 ln MX
2 <  ln W2 – η0 −2

 ln 462   =  7.7         MX    ~    6 GeV
 ln 2222 =   10.8       MX   ~  27 GeV
  



Reggeon Contribution

 Reggeon MC 
 reweighted to 
 reproduce LPS data
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Conclusions I
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Conclusions

Diffractive measurements at HERA achieved an impressive agreement
between the different methods

Surprise of HERA: 
Diffractive processes are an important part of short distance physics

➥ implication on understanding of the QCD evolution 
➥ implication on understanding of confinement and nuclear structure
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